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I Introduction 
For some reason I have not been able to abandon an idea I got more 
than a decade ago: that the terms of foreign origin used in the 
language of sport should constitute a very rewarding area for 
deeper insights into the character of modem Greek lexicology 
and morphology. Thus a year ago an impulse moved me to take a 
second look at the material I had originally collected between 
1991 and 1994, in order to try to give the subject a somewhat more 
systematic treatment. I am still at it. You should not interpret 
this as a sign of my being a sports fan; on the contrary, more than 
once my wife has expressed her astonishment at the fact that 
someone with so little sporting inclination can display such an 
interest and devote as much time and effort as I have done to 
newspaper coverage of this particular area of human activity. 
The explanation is simply that my fascination is linguistic. 

The basis of this paper is the vocabulary of sports and 
athletics as found in the Athenian daily Eleftherotypia from 
the period December 1989 to January 1990 inclusive, and from July 
to August 1992. The texts from 1992, almost exclusively reports 
from the summer Olympics, were added to achieve a balance in 
the corpus, since November and December proved to be a period 
when there was an overwhelming dominance of football in the 
sports pages. This sports corpus consists of 905 Kb text, i.e. some 
174,000 running words ( the average word length in my material is 
5.21 letters). 

In order to establish whether certain terms are also in wider 
use outside the sporting domain, I have recently run check-up 
concordances on a larger body of material, including also non-

* Although this paper has been restructured and amended in the light of the 
discussion that followed the lecture, most of its original, somewhat oral 
character has been retained. 
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sporting texts from Eleftherotypia, one novel (Alki Zei's 
Achilles' Fiancee) and material from the magazine Diavazo on 
books and literature - altogether 8.6 Mb (1.65 million running 
words). I have also collected texts from the on-line sports pages 
of Athlitismos, Eleftherotypia, Kathimerini and Vima from 
January to March 2001, in all some 527 Kb, i.e. approximately 
101,000 running words. The entire material thus roughly amounts 
to 9.1 Mborl.75 million running words. 

My paper is organized in the following manner: first come 
some deliberations about sports and athletics as a social and 
cultural phenomenon and about the language of sport in general; 
then follows a brief discussion about sporting terms of foreign 
origin in Greek newspapers; and finally I present an analysis of 
some particular features. 

II Sport and society 
In the minds of many people sports are closely connected with 
spare time, leisure, excitement and entertainment. The British 
author Nick Hornby has said that "[Sport] has all of life's 
business in it and no meaning ... [It] contains as much pleasure, 
pain, irony, tragedy and comedy as a writer will ever need" 
(Coleman and Hornby 19%: 4-5). Not all agree, though; George 
Orwell, for example, saw sport as "an unfailing cause of ill will", 
and certain kinds of behaviour among sports fans may even 
indicate that it is perceived as something in a sense existing 
outside the general social framework. There are thus reasons to 
expect sport to be a rather specific area of human activity, 
governed by rules of its own. In most respects, however, the world 
of sport resembles and reflects society at large. Furthermore, 
sport is sometimes a clearly political issue in society, and during 
the century or so that sports have existed in their modern forms, 
their importance - negative or positive - as a national and 
international phenomenon has grown enormously. 

A sporting competition should abide by a well-defined set of 
rules, and cheating is - at least officially - seen as a punishable 
offence and a sign of moral debasement. Both these circumstances 
can be regarded as an analogy to social life: the ultimate goal of 
life is social advancement, attained within the written and un
written laws of society, to the benefit of oneself and one's family 
or corporation. 
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Since the language under scrutiny here is Greek, I find it 
appropriate to remind the reader that it has often been claimed 
that in particular one supposedly inherent property of ancient 
sport made it morally equal, if not superior, to social life: its 
idealism. Sports were to be pursued for the honour of winning, not 
to attain economic or other material advantages. However, the 
"Olympic idea" did not mean amateurism, since in ancient Greece 
sportsmen were sponsored: "wealthy patrons and city-states paid 
for athletes to train for the Olympics" (Nixon 1996: 19). The 
professionalization of sports today can be regarded as a sign of 
their adaptation to the modem industrial society that devel
oped in the nineteenth century, as a private, commercial enter
prise in a capitalist nation or, when applicable, as a collective, 
nationalized enterprise in a non-capitalist, socialist state or a 
right-wing dictatorship. 

Nowadays the prerequisites for sports and for life in general 
are very similar, and the close links between socio-political 
conditions and sports are made painfully obvious when expressed 
as hooliganism, interpreted as a type of social unrest often 
triggered by sports but psychologically originating in feelings of 
social frustration and dissatisfaction. At the beginning of the 
twentieth century, however, when nationalism in Europe, in less 
than a hundred years, had conquered the minds of most Europ
eans, sports had become an integrated element in national ideo
logies, supposedly reflecting the greatness of the nation, 
embodied in individuals or teams. 

One of the reasons for the present popularity of sport is no 
doubt the growing importance of mass media, which has con
tributed decisively to creating the image of sportswomen and 
sportsmen as the heroes of our time, thereby enhancing the 
attractiveness of sports, admittedly to a significant extent linked 
with the wealth that comes with stardom, but also reinforcing 
their inherent ideological properties. 

III The language of sport 
It is a commonplace observation that strong cultural influences 
from one country upon the surrounding world are often accom
panied by an influx of words and expressions from the language of 
that country into those of the other countries. In many European 
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languages you can read the political, social and cultural history 
of a language's users from early days to the present time. 

The older these once foreign elements are, the less they are 
perceived as alien, since they have long since adapted to their 
new "home" grammatically, phonologically and lexically (cf. 
note 6 below). In general terms the possibility of linguistic 
adaptation, combined with the actual need for foreign words, 
names of technological or other novelties, are the most decisive 
factors for the success a loan-word. 

When modem sports began to spread, they created just such a 
need for a new terminology. Consequently, writing about them in 
newspapers and other publications called for a new linguistic 
competence on the part of the journalists. He or she not only had 
to master this hitherto unknown terminology but also to find new 
and suitable descriptive means and establish new linguistic 
usages. In this way images and expressions from other areas of 
human life came to be utilized to build up the language of sport. 

Compared to the sociologists' lively interest in its social and 
political implications, linguists seem to have been far more re
luctant to investigate the language of sport. This lack of interest 
strikes me as peculiar, since it is a fascinating field for socio
linguistic research as well as for investigations into vocabulary, 
stylistics, foreign words, slang, metaphors, stereotypes, or gram
matical phenomena such as inflection and compounding. 

A Swedish linguist has told me (in earnest, as far as I can 
judge) that the reason for this indifference might be that 
scholarly work in this area has had a low academic status and 
accordingly carried little weight in competition for a university 
post in linguistics. Nonetheless some research has been pursued in 
Sweden, albeit to a very limited extent, based mainly on corpora 
from daily papers and covering some of the aspects mentioned 
above. 

Furthermore, another sign of the ever-growing popularity of 
sport is the fact that it has found its way into an area where 
sooner or later all changes in society are mirrored: the realm of 
literature. Such a process may take quite some time, probably 
because, for historical reasons, many people have experienced 
sports and "culture" (in the traditional sense) as antithetical 
entities. On 19 July 1992 Mary Papagiannidou published an 
article about this phenomenon in the Athenian newspaper To 
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Vima tis Kyriakis. After a thorough survey of sports in the 
writings of Greek intellectuals since the end of the nineteenth 
century she points out that it has taken a long time for sports to 
find their way into literary works in Greece, and that this 
applies not least in relation to football: 

TeAZ'U't(ll.O cr-i:aoto, Ti "<l>avela µe 'tO evvta" 'tO'I) MEV'fl 
Kouµav-i:apea. Ei vat 1:0 1tproto f}tf}lio 1tou ypci<pemt yw 1:0 
1t000cr<p(ltpo lC(lt dvm. 1tpayµa1:t1Ca a1topiac; <i~tOV 7tcix; 

ap'Y'flcre 1:6cro 1t0M va cruyKtVTJ0ei Ti loyo-i:exvia a1t6 1:0 6'flµo
cj>tA.Ea-i:epo <i0A'flµa a'Tilv EUaoa. 

The final stage is The number nine shirt by Menis Koumandareas. 
This is the first book written about football, and one has every 
reason to wonder how it can have taken so long to get literature 
engaged in the most popular sport in Greece. 

(Papagiannidou 1992)1 

Since sports generally reflect the surrounding society and the 
changes in it, the language of sport should be expected to under
line phenomena that are particular to a given country. But there 
is a two-way relationship between sport and metaphor: sport can 
also act as a source of metaphors, e.g. in English expressions like 
"it'snotcricket" (it's not fair) and "tobeona sticky wicket" (to 
be in a difficult situation). In the light of my previous deliber
ations about various aspects of the language of sport, one would 
expect that, as a result of factors arising from the social and 
political rfile of sports in combination with the so-called 
language question in Greece, the Greek sporting vocabulary would 
display an increasingly puristic character the further back you 
go in time. On the other hand, as purism faded away, it should 
have been easier for sports and games introduced into Greece to 
bring their foreign terminologies with them. 

Gunnar Tingbjom, now retired from the Department of 
Swedish at the University of Gothenburg, has dealt with foreign 
words and the stylistic features of Swedish sporting language, 
e.g. in his unpublished thesis of 1968, Sport och idrott ("Sports 
and athletics"), which is an investigation of English loan-words 
in Swedish sports language between 1910 and 1960. The foreign 

1 All English renderings of Greek quotations are mine. 
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words are indiscriminately of English ongm, Tingbjom says, 
because sport as a modem phenomenon originates in nineteenth
century England. If Gunnar Tingbjorn's findings for Swedish hold 
true also for Greek and what he, as well as the Eleftheroudakis 
Ey,rodo1raiouc6v Ae;l1<6v, states about England being the 
"native" (yEvE'tEtpa) countiy, English should be the major donor 
language of sporting terms. If we go back to 1931, we will find the 
following in the article about "01t0p-t" (N.B. not "01t0p") in the 
EyKvdo1raiotKOV Ae;iK6v: 

To 07t0p't 1)7[() 'ta~ 1t0t1CtAOYC<l'tO'U~ aU'tOU µop<j>a~ Ei VE oiJµcpov 
OtaOEooµevov avci 'TilV uqniAtOV 1Cat E~ iaou 1tpoa<j>tAE~ et~ 
aµ<j>o-tepa -ta <j>ula. 

Sport, in all its varieties, is today spread all over the world and 
equally popular with both sexes. 

And further, in the article "A0ll}noµ6~": 

Et~ 'TilV Ayyliav oµco~. 01CO'U 'ta TTavEmm11µta 1Cat 'ta A0t1t(l 
avro-tepa IY,(OAtlC<l topuµa-ta µc ev0oumaaµov 'ta~ EVelCOA-
1tro0T}aav icat -ta eicaAAtEpyT}aav µc to tat -tepav a-t0pyiJv, 
covoµacr0T}aav a0All1:lKai acrtjcret~ (athletics), ot OE owyco
vtaµoi Et~ -tau-ta~, a0).111:Ll('Oi owycovtaµoi (athletic 
games). [ ... ] 0 crurXPovo~ a0lrinoµo~, icaUtepyT}0ei~ EV-ta
nicro-ta-ta et~ 'TilV YeVE'tetpav 'tO'U Ayyliav 1Cat 'TilV Aµcpt
lCTJV, aAlci icat Et~ 'TilV AOttjv f11CEtpcon1C11v Eup(.01CT}V icat -ta~ 
I:icavotval3t1Ca~ xropa~, 1Cat Otaoo0Ei~. toia a1t6 'Til~ avaou
a-taae~ 'tCOV VeOYCEpcov 0Auµmaicrov ayrovcov (1896), et~ 
OAOV 'tOV 1CE1C0At 'ttaµEVOV lCOO)lOV, 1CEptEA.al3E µeya 1CAT)0o~ 
acrtjcrecov icat 1tatotrov icat a-teAEtJ'Til'tOV icuptoAEicnicdx; 
1COt1CtAiav aycovtoµa'tCOV. 

In England, however, where universities and other higher 
institutions of learning have enthusiastically adopted them [i.e. 
sports] and developed them with special affection, they have been 
named athletics, whereas the competitions are called athletic 
competitions. [ ... ] Contemporary sports, cultivated intensely in 
their native England and in America, but also on the European 
continent and in the Scandinavian countries and thence spread, 
particularly through the reinstitution of the modem Olympic 
Games (1896), to the whole civilized world, comprise a wide 
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range of exercises and games and a literally infinite variety of 
competitions. 

One can notice that, except for "cricket", 2 the terms for various 
sports and games used in the Ey'KVK'AOnaic5uc6v Ae~iK'6v are 
"Greek" in the sense that they do not contain any foreign 
morphemes, e.g. 

a8itrttKci a1coviapa-ta (athletics, sports athletiques): 
aymvfoµaw <nif3ov K'at K'ovi<npai; (track and field): 
6p6µot, 1t11611µa't'cx, pt'lfetc; 

Jlapta (anM.) a1covio-µa-ta: ncil17, nvyµazia, dpcni; f]apwv 

a8lt)'ttKai nat6tai: noooaipaipicni; (foot-ball), avri
arpaipuni; (lawn-tennis)[ ... ] x:cx0roc; x:cxt ext mt6 'tTlc; Aµeptx:a
vitjc; Xptcrncxvix:11c; A6eNj)6'tTJ't'oc; 't'rov Nerov ouv't'e0eicrcxt 
1text6texi zeipoarpaipiaii; (11 x:cx11.cx8oaqiaiptcrtc;, basket-ball), 
avriarpaipicni; Sid xeipoi; (volley-ball)[ ... ] 

IV Sporting terms of foreign origin 
Now to the main theme of this paper. The first question I pre
sume my readers will ask when confronted with the expression 
"sporting terms of foreign origin" is likely to be "what is a 
sporting term?" To answer this question both "sporting" and 
"term" must be adequately defined. One problem is that 
"sporting terms" are often metaphors, something which makes it 
difficult accurately to define what is specifically "sporting" 
aboutthem, semantically or otherwise. As for "term", I find that 
the ordinary definition "a word belonging to a specific dis
course", i.e. chemistry, linguistics, law, sport etc., is sufficient. 

When it comes to "sporting", however, things immediately 
become much more complicated. Let us first consider the fact that 
the language of sport basically reflects one of the darker areas of 
human activity: warfare. The obvious analogies between a real, 
bloody battle and a sporting competition make this unavoidable; 
suffice it to consider words like "attack", "shoot", "fight", 

2 To my knowledge, in Greece cricket has been played only on the Ionian 
Islands, the reason being that they were under British rule for some sixty 
years in the nineteenth century. 
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"defend", "win'', "strike", "siege", "firing line" (ypaµµiJ n:upoc,;). 
To realise that these word are transformed into metaphors in 
certain contexts presupposes knowledge of the particular 
language in which they are used. On the other hand, on most 
occasions a native speaker uses such images unconsciously, i.e. 
without reflecting upon the original semantic content of the 
morphemes. 

Since we are here dealing with sporting terms of foreign 
origin, i.e. borrowed into Greek from other languages, it should be 
kept in mind that words constituting images can be borrowed 
between languages in two ways: either translated or imported 
more or less in their original phonetic form. Most metaphorical 
sporting terms are translated rather than borrowed, since, as I 
pointed out above, to be meaningful, a metaphor must build on 
morphemes known to the user. Consequently, morphemes import
ed from foreign languages without translation cannot be proper 
images in their new linguistic environment, but on the other hand 
they are often confined to specific discourses and therefore 
undoubtedly "terms". 

Let us consider an example to find out the implications: take 
the "Greek" noun oom and the corresponding verb cmmapro; these 
words cannot be used in connection with weapons in Greek, 
neither those used in war nor those of hunting, despite the fact 
that the basic morphemes are the English "shoot"/ "shot". Thus, 
in Greek, the use of these words is normally limited to sports: 
cromapetc,;, "you shoot/ kick [ a ball]", or K:avetc,; oom, "you take a 
shot''; but the noun, as well as the verb, is actually excluded from 
the terminology of shooting as a sport, 0'1Con:o[3oAij. Very rarely do 
you find oom/crovtapro in colloquial Greek outside the area of 
sports: wv crou'tapav, "they kicked him [out]", in the sense "he 
was fired". Incidentally, in my material cromapm is the only true 
war image borrowed untranslated into Greek primarily as a 
sporting term. For all other English examples mentioned above 
("attack", "shoot", "fight", "defend", "win", "strike", "siege") 
Greek words are used, and this is also the normal procedure in 
other languages.3 

3 Actually, the word "attack" was borrowed from French into English as 
well as into Swedish in the early seventeenth century. 
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A highly probable second question would be: "What is meant 
by foreign origin?" Here my definition is a word which partly or 
wholly originates from another language than Greek and which 
is used in Greek, i.e. transliterated foreign words and words 
containing at least one foreign morpheme. 

This is merely a formal classification, which does not take 
into account whether or not a particular word is perceived as 
"foreign" by a native speaker. As indicated above, an estab
lished, commonly used, "integrated" loan-word is usually con
sidered indigenous and does not cause any reaction, since original 
aberrations from the phonology and/ or the morphology of the 
recipient language have been abolished and replaced according 
to the rules of the new linguistic surroundings. Furthermore, 
another characteristic of such an integrated word is that it 
stands for a notion which cannot be expressed with a "non
foreign" word. 

However, I have settled for the following two ways of look
ing upon a "sporting term". With regard to its origin it can be one 
of five things: 

(a) a transliterated foreign word (e.g. 07t0p - the French pro
nunciation has replaced the original English "07t0p't'' - "sport", 
<j>aouA, "foul", icopvep, "comer'') and words containing at least one 
foreign morpheme, e.g. avnJv'tomyic. 

(b) a compound or non-compound calque, i.e. terms "translated" 
into Greek morpheme by morpheme, e.g. mMJcr<patpJo (older 
1toooJo<j>aipJ1.m~) "foot I ball". 

(c) a Greek word existing with the same meaning already in the 
ancient language but not used primarily about sport, e.g. e<p11fk>~ 
"young man", hence "junior [athlete]" ( cf. TTayKooµ.1.0 TTpro'ta8A11µa 
&pftf3mv EAeu0epa~ [TTaA-11~], "World Free Style Wrestling Junior 
Championships"), 1tat~ ancient Greek for "child", as in Ilpro'ta-
8A11µa Ila{omv (the genitive plural 1taiorov occurs fourteen times 
in all in the corpus). 

(d) a Greek word used as a sporting term already in the ancient 
language, e.g. 7C<XA11, "wrestling", 1tuyµaxia, "boxing". 
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(e) a modern Greek word not used primarily about sport, e.g. 
otat'TIJ'TT!<; (= pecj>ept), "referee". 

Only (a) and (b) above meet the criteria for a "foreign" term. 
Sometimes synonyms belonging to (a) and (e) are found, e.g. "fKOA 

and -repµcx (as a translation of yKoA), the latter usually for a goal 
scored and the former for the physical goal that the goalie 
keeps, cj>tvaAE and -r£AtK6<; (sc. aychva<; or opoµo<;) for a "final", etc. 
"Sporting terms of foreign origin" are thus words that conform to 
one of the criteria under(a) or(b) above in combination with any 
type below. 

Semantically, a foreign sporting term can be: 

(a) a word whose original semantic contents are directly related 
to sport and which is used exclusively in a sporting context. 
Examples: yKoA-r/;;11<;, µ1t6ouAtV"fK, -revt<;. 

(b) a word whose original semantic contents are not connected 
primarily with sport but which is used exclusively in a sporting 
context in the recipient language. Examples: µ1ta01C£-r, 1tevaAn, 
peq>ept. 

(c) a word used in connection with sport but whose semantic base 
is not primarily related to sport. Examples: Koµ1tapcro<;, pe~av<;, 
cj>cx~opi. 

With these definitions as a foundation I have settled for a 
division into five groups when describing the foreign terms in 
Greek, the distribution of which is based on language of origin. 
One group contains those of "mixed origin'', i.e. words containing 
morphemes from more than one language, whereas the other 
groups consist of unchanged, transliterated words from English, 
French, Italian or other languages. Because of the character of 
Greek morphology, unchanged loan morphemes should be 
capable of being interpreted, morphologically or syntactically, 
as nouns, or adjectives, or adverbs. Consequently verbs, which 
must be altered to function in Greek, are found exclusively in 
group 1, "Mixed origin", whereas the other four groups consist 
chiefly of nouns and a few adjectives (after each example the 
number of occurrences is given in brackets): 
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1. Mixed origin (morphemes from more than one language, 43 
types) 26%. Examples: 
au-coy-.coA. (2). Greekamo- +Eng.goal 
mcopapco (6) Eng. score+ It. -ar-
µ1tamc1:.-cµ1toA-icr-ca~ (17). Eng. basket-ball + It. -ista 

2. English (73 types) 44%. Examples: 
y-.coA.1Ci1ttp (7). Eng. goalkeeper (-repµm:o<jn5AaKa; [54)) 
µava-cl;c:p (5). Eng. manager 
o<j>cratv-c (3). Eng. offside 

3. French (26 types) 17%. Examples: 
1tanvcil; (3). Fr. patinage 
-coupvoua (53). Fr. tournoi 

4. Italian (12 types) 7%. Examples: 
-.caµmovaw (8). It. campionato4 

<j>tvciA£ (10). It. finale 

5. Other languages (10 types) 6%. Examples: 
-.cayux-.c (17). Eskimo kayak 
-.capa-c1:. (1). Japanese karate 

Already a quick glance at sporting terms consisting of one 
morpheme reveals that the distribution between the donor 
languages supports the assumption of English being the major 
donor to the Greek language: 44% are of English origin, 17% of 
French and 7% of Italian ( the figure for French origin was higher 
than I, at least, had expected): 

4 This word is used seven times, exclusively about Italian football, but 
also the Greek (to tta11.11C6) 1tprotci0A1')µa appears five times (once "to 
ttaA.tlCO 1tprotci011.11µa ywat1Crov"). 
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Table 1 
Distribution of sporting terms 
according to donor language 

No. % 
English 73 44 
Mixed origin 43 26 
French 27 17 
Italian 12 7 
Other languages 10 6 
Unknown origin 1 <1 

Total 165 100 

If instead we look at the distribution of morphemes among the 
terms of mixed origin, the result is as follows: 

Table 2 
Combinations of morphemes 

in "terms of mixed origin" 

Eng.+Eng. 1 
Eng.+Gr. 6 
Eng.+lt. 14 
Eng. + It. + Gr. 3 
Eng.+Turk. 1 
Eng. + Venet. 1 
Fr.+? 1 
Fr. +Gr. 1 
Fr.+ It. 1 
Fr. + It. + Gr. 1 
Gr. +Eng. 3 
Gr. +It. 2 
Iran. +Gr. 3 
Iran.+ It. 1 
It. +Gr. 4 
It. + It. 1 
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This means that the total number of occurrences is distributed 
like this: 

Table 3 
Distribution of morphemes 
in "terms of mixed origin" 

according to donor language 

No. % 
English 28 34 
Greek 23 27 
Italian 23 27 
French 4 5 
Iranian 4 5 
Turkish 1 1 
Venetian 1 1 
Unknown origin 1 0 

Total 82 100 

Here also English takes the lead with at least one morpheme in 
one third of the items, closely followed by Greek and Italian. 
English and Italian have an absolute majority with 61%, leaving 
French, Iranian, Turkish and Venetian well behind with only 
12% together. The Iranian morphemes are, of course, found in the 
four chess terms mrnictepa (2), mcaictcm'\i; (14), mcaictcrnic6i; (16) 
and mcaict01:pta (6). 

VNouns 
The general grammatical structure of modem Greek is different 
from that of the donor languages in some important respects, 
above all in morphological richness. Thus the correspondence 
between grammatical and morphological categories is a pro
minent feature in Greek: gender, number and case of nominals are 
marked by means of stress and endings, and tense, aspect, person 
and number in the verbs by means of stem, stress and endings. In 
words of Greek origin this presupposes certain phonological 
patterns at the end of the stem and/or of the ending itself, 
something which may cause problems when adapting a foreign 
morpheme or stem to the Greek morphological system. These 
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problems can be overcome in various ways. For nouns used as 
sporting terms the solutions may be as follows: 

(a) Morphologically unadapted: 
av-nv1:61tty1C5 and au-royKoA. (Greek+ English) 

(b) Nomina agentis: 
The reason why type A.1.a below is more frequent than A.1.b is 
that most nouns in -iJc; (except for -tl;iJc;) are of Greek origin, 
whereas most of those in -ac; are formed on a foreign basic 
morpheme (µ1ta01Ce'CJl1tOA-, 1to1[o]-, pa1[t], tev[io}, xav'CJl1tOA-). A 
peculiar "Greek" example is apcn!f3ap!icnac; < apcrri f3aprov 
"weightlifting" ( < apcnc;, stem apcn-, and f3apoc;). 

A. with Italian -ist-: 
1. masculine: 
a. -ist- + -ac;: apcnf3apicrtac;, µ1ta01Ce'CJl1tOA.tcrtac;, 1tetaA.Ouoicrtac;, 
1to1icrtac;,pa1icr-rac;,cr-n1t1icrtac;,tevicrtac;,xav'Cjl1to1icrtac;. 
b. -ist- + -iJc;: 01Cau01:TJc;. 

2. feminine: 
-ist- + -pia: 01Ca1Cicr-rpta, f3oA.ei:µ1to1icrtpta, µ1ta01Ce'CJl1tOA.tcrtpta, 
1teta1ouoicr-rpta,tevicrtpta. 

B. with "Turkish'' -'tl;tjc;: yKo1tl;iJc;. 

(c) -icrµa: from verbs in-apro: 
lCOVtpaptcrµa, µapKaptcrµa, vto1taptcrµa, 1tAacraptcrµa, OlCOpaptcrµa. 

VI Verbs 
As far as the verbs are concerned, one group is of special interest 
from the above-mentioned viewpoints, namely those in -apro 
There are 42 different verbs in the entire material, occurring 152 
times, and they are particularly frequent in sporting texts. Here 
they are, distributed according to text type: 

5 avnvt61tt"(1C (Gr. avn- + Eng. doping) is found only once in the 
collocation avnvtom-yK 1COVtpo1., which seems a little strange to me, since 
one should expect a control of doping, not of antidoping. 
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1. Verbs found exclusively in non-sporting texts (11 types, 14 
tokens): 

µ1tapicapro 1 
µ1tOtlCO'tapro 2 
µ1tO"CtA.tapro 1 
l;eµ1tapicapro 1 
1tapicapro 1 
craA-1tapro 1 

crot>A.a'tcrapro 1 
crm vtcip ro 1 
O'ttlA-tl;apro 1 
<j>tA.'tpapro 3 
<j>ow'tcip ro 1 

2. Verbs found in sporting texts only (23 types, % tokens): 

youmapro2 
lCOV'tpapro 5 
icov-.poMpro 1 
icoomcrapro 3 
µapicapro 7 
µov-.apro 2 
µ1tA.o<j>apro 1 
V'teµ1tomapro 5 
V't01tapro 3 
vwuµ1tMpro3 
v'tptµ1tMpro 2 
1tOV'tapro 3 

1tpecrapro 4 
1tpol3apro 1 
crev'tpapro 1 
O'lCOpapro 16 
cromapro 21 
ITT01tapro 1 
cr'tpa1tmcrapro 1 
'tpaicapro 2 
<j>opµcipro 10 
q,op-.crapro 1 
<j>peO'lCapro 1 

3. Verbs found in both types of texts (8 types, 42 tokens): 
(S = sport, M = miscellaneous) 

icptnicapro S 1, M2 
µ1tA.Oiccipro S 3, M 2 
l;eµ1tA.Oicapro S 1, M 2 
1twcrapro S 10, M2 

ptO'lCapro S 5, M3 
ooicapro S 3, M 2 
<j>AEp-.apro S 3, M 1 
<j>paicapro S 1, M 1 

The higher frequency in sporting texts becomes even more appar
ent if the occurrences in group 3M are added to those in group 1 ( = 
29) and the occurrences in group 3 S to those in group 2 (= 123): 89% 
of all occurrences can be found, or are found exclusively, in sport
ing texts. 

From a semantic point of view, it is interesting to note that 
some of the verbs occurring only in sporting contexts have a 
broader semantic sphere, e.g. youcr-.apro, µov-.apro, 1tpol3apro, cr-.pa-
1ta'tcrapro, -.paicapro and <j>op'tcrapro, while some of those in group 3 
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seem rather unlikely to arise in connection with sport, e.g. 
cj>A£p-rapro: 

Eva veap6 21 wovrov, aµuvnK6 <ftleprapel yia va mto
K'tllOet 11 ApaevaA.. 

EKet, 01tOU, 'tO eAA.11VtKO X<lV'tµ1tOA. <ftleprapel one; 4.45 'tO 
a1t6yeuµa, µe 't'J1 µeyaiu-rep'li -rou otciKptOTI, O't'J1V avaf3a0µt
oµeV'J1 cj>e-roc; Otopyavro011, 't'J1V 711 f3aA.Kavtcioa avoprov. 

TTapi-evep 'tOU Bai-a [ ... ] eivm O Ote0v'Jic; LOU'J100c;, Ma-re; 
MayKvtOUOOV, 1t0t) [ ... ] 1tapoumcise'tat 6w Kat KaA.U'tepoc;, 
eVOO "<ftleprapel" OUV£Xeta µe -r' av'tt1taA.a oixwa. 

From a morphological viewpoint verbs are especially inter
esting. In Greek the opposition between perfective and imper
fective aspect regularly requires a morphological marking by 
means of different stems. There is one option traditionally called 
"sigmatic": the active perfective stem consists of the imperfect
ive stem (ending in a plosive) + /s/ (elA£t'lfla < A£i1tlro) or the im
perfective stem+ vowel+/ s/, the latter for verbs stressed on the 
final syllable in the active present tense (yei1aala < yeAlm, 
KaAleala < KaA.jro, aya1tl11aJa < aya1tjro). In addition there is a 
variety of "irregular" options: change of vowel in the stem 
(elai-etAla, a-raAl0'J1Ka < a-reivlro), change of stem altogether (d1ta 
from U[y ]lro). Some, very few, verbs do not comply with this 
pattern: some of these are defective and cannot express the per
fective aspect (e.g. eiµm and sepro) and occur only marked for 
imperfectivity, whereas others appear, extremely rarely, with 
the same stem for both aspects, e.g. Kavro (although the older 
perfective stem Kaµ- is found also in demotic literary texts). The 
structural need of aspect marking, however, becomes obvious from 
the fact that verbs of the former type regularly have their 
missing perfective forms supplied by other, semantically closely 
related verbs. Thus the non-existent perfective past of eiµm is 
supplied by ai-a0'J1Ka ( < O't£KOµat, "stand", "remain") or U1t'Jipsa ( < 
U1tapxro, "exist''), both meaning "I was [for a limited period]", "I 
became", and the missing perfective past of sepro by yvroptaa ("I 
knew for a limited period", ingressive "I got to know" < yvropisro, 
''know'', i.e. in practice a synonym of sepro). 
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The verbs under discussion here consist of a foreign basic 
morpheme combined with the Latin/ Italian6 verb marker -ar
and Greek endings for person. This combination does not 
automatically allow for markedness for perfective aspect, i.e. 
the forming of a perfective stem. Nevertheless these verbs often 
- but not always - form such a stem, e.g. from 1tapKcipro the past 
tense 1tapKcipricra/1tapx:cipicra, marked for perfective aspect, or 
1tcipKapa, used for both aspects. The vacillating spelling reveals 
the morpho-phonological problem I have already indicated: a 
sigmatic perfective stem cannot be formed, neither an active nor a 
medio-passive one, since the clusters /rs/ and /rst/, the former 
rare, the latter non-existent in Greek words, do not appear at the 
end of such a stem, where the /s/ can be preceded only by one of 
the vowels /a/, / e/, /i/, or one of the voiceless stops /k/ and /p/: 
yelacr-, KaAEcr-, aya7tll0'-, Kot ,:a~-. xrow:'V-.7 Hence the addition of 
the vowel /i/ between -ap- and / s/, i.e. -ricr- or -icr-, which allows 
the formation also of a medio-passive stem in /is0/, if not dis
similated, or /ist/, if dissimilated according to the rule: 1tlacra
prn0ouv or µapKaptO"tet, respectively. 8 Thus, the -cipro- verbs are 
slightly reshaped so as to conform with verbs in -ro or -i;ro. For 
reasons not stated, Georgios Babiniotis prefers the spelling with 
iota in his 1998 dictionary (e.g. 1tapx:ciprna, Babiniotis 1998: 
1358), and in my corpus all four occurrences in the medio-passive 
voice, µapx:aptcr'tti, ~eµ1tapKaptcr't€t, 1tlacrapi0'0ouv and <j>il,:pa
picr't'llKav, are spelt with an iota (notice the fluctuation /s0/ -
/st/). 

6 The morpheme-op- is not perceived as alien, since it was borrowed into 
Greek some eight centuries ago. 
7 The active perfective stems in / ps / from verbs with an imperfective stem 
in / f/ are the result of the development of Greek phonology: the con
temporary / f/, in Greek orthography {cl>}, was originally the aspirated 
voiceless stop /p!1/ which developed into the fricative /f/, just as /th/, 
grapheme { E> }, developed into / 0 / . As a result of the modem Greek 
dissimilation rule the fricative / f/ then became a / p / again when 
combined with the voiceless sibilant / s /. 
8 The cluster / s0 / in media-passive perfective stems should, according to 
the morpho-orthographic rule of the official grammar of demotic, be 
dissimilated to / st/ and spelt en. 
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In my entire material: 

- nine verbs appear in the past tense marked morphologically 
for perfective aspect: 1CoomcraptcrE/1Coomcraprio1::, EiXE µap1capt
O''tEi, µ1tloqiapf10'E, µ1tO'ttA.taptoav, V'tO'Uµ1tlaptO'E, ea ~Eµ1mp1Capt
O''tEt, 1tpol3apf10'E, O''t01t<Xpf10'E and q>tA.'tpapiO''tfllCCXV. 

- twelve with a past tense unmarked for aspect: ~Eµ1tap1Capaµc, 
~Eµ1tA01CCXpE, V'tptµ1tA.CXpE, 1tA.OO'CXpE, 1tOV'tapaµE, 1tpEO'<XpCXµE, 
pi0'1Capav, oev'tpapE, 061Cap1::, oo{mxpE, 'tpa1capE and qiouv'tapav. 

- only four occur in both aspects: KOV'tpaprioc/Kov'tpciptoE -
lCOV'tpapE, µ1tA.01C<Xpf10'E - µ1tA61CapE, 1tlacrapto8ouv - 1tlacrapE and 
0'1Copapf10E - O'lCOpapa. 

VII Some "puristic" terms 
Almost all terms pertaining to specific sports or games have the 
qualities one would expect: sports and games are "modem". 
However, some were introduced fairly early, which explains 
calques like 1too6oqiatpo, also avn1too6crqiaipo ("1tai1;ouv avn-
1t0o6oqiatpo", three times). Other such terms are apori l3aprov (55), 
1::µ1tooio'tpta/Eµ1tooto'tr}i; ( 4) and Kala0ooqiaiptO'fl, also Kala06-
crqiaipa (3), as well as µ1ta0"1CE't (177), myK-1toyK (6) as well as 
Em 'tpan:e~ta avnoqiaiptori (1). 

If we check my entire material against the ancient/ puristic 
terms mentioned in the EyKVK:A01raioz,c6v A.e;i,c6v, some of them 
are found: pbj!cti; (twice with reference to sports), op6µoi; (31, 
op6µoi; µE't' 1::µ1tooirov, IlayK6oµw pEK6p o'ta 110 µ. µE't 0 1::µ1tooirov), 
1t11oriµa (1), 1talri (46), nuyµaxia (31), nooocrqiaiptmi; (1too6oqiatpo 
144). (Incidentally, in Sotiris Patatzis's novel M.e0vaµeV1] IIoJ.i
r.eia [1984] the headmaster of the local school uses the word qiou
'touµnrolicr'tai; when commenting ironically - in katharevousa - on 
football.) One example of terms consisting solely of Greek 
morphemes is O'Kmaloopoµia, "relay-race" ( O'lC'U't<XAfl, "baton"). 

VIII Conclusion 
Even if the material is not analysed thoroughly, but only on the 
basis of a few points, some general conclusions may be drawn. The 
- rather self-evident - assumption that English should be the 
major provider of foreign sporting terms in Greek holds true. It 
can also be noted that foreign terms appear to have replaced 
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puristic Greek ones in the course of the twentieth century, but 
that occasionally terms of Greek and foreign origin exist side by 
side and are still in use. 

As far as morphology is concerned, the same, somewhat 
inconsistent, pattern appears for sporting terms of foreign origin 
as for loan-words in general: nouns and adjectives are sometimes 
accepted without being adjusted to the normal prerequisite for a 
Greek nominal - that it must be declinable. Verbs, on the other 
hand, cannot function in Greek if the corresponding requirement is 
not fulfilled. Therefore verbs borrowed from foreign languages 
must be adapted, and this is achieved by means of the verb
marking morpheme -ap- and the normal endings for tense, person 
and number. Marking for aspect may, however, still be a problem. 
It is noteworthy that verbs of foreign origin treated in this way 
are far more frequent in sports language that in other discourses 
found in newspapers. 

On one occasion I discussed metaphors and imagery in the 
language of sport with a friend of mine, Magnus Wistrand, 
Professor of Latin, who has written an important scholarly work 
on violent Roman "sports". He told me the following little story 
to emphasize the versatility of sporting imagery: 

Once, some graffiti were found somewhere in Britain. On a 
wall someone had written JESUS SAVES, and below there was 
an addendum in a different handwriting: BUT KENNY 
DALGLEISH SCORES ON THE REBOUND. 
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